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The Point of Return
Returning to (‘Normal’?)…
Dunno bout you, but returning to "normal" doesn't really
appeal to me. The idea of going back to the way we were
living and behaving (individually and collectively) REALLY
doesn't seem either healthy or reasonable to expect, from
myself or from anyone. When the lockdown came on, I for
one got a surprising and new feeling of relief. It seemed to grant me the very thing that maybe
some of us had been having for a long time - TIME. If I just had some free time…no outside
demands or obligations…I could get some things DONE!
All the world over, this dead-stop was something everyone got - like it or not. Yes, I was freaked
out like everyone else, but some people, like me, DID want to have an excuse to catch their
breath. But the virus spread that elicited the stopping dosed us all with fear of the unknown.
So here we are - the ones that made it. 18 months later…but recall, say, November or
December in 2019. What were you doing then? I was closing the last of my community
acupuncture clinics. Making and announcing this difficult decision had me swept up in feeling
and navigating the various responses (shock, dismay, sadness, kindness, understanding) with
and from the patients, my family and friends. I had been festering with a deep sense that things
needed to change in my personal and professional life and I needed to
make some hard choices. I don't claim that I had a psychic prediction
We are all
for the viral smackdown, but BOY HOWDY was I so grateful that I interconnected in a web
didn't have to figure out how to close my business when the world of kindness from which
started to unravel and turn us all upside down.
it is impossible to

Hindsight (is) 2020
It’s odd, isn’t it, to look back and try to conjure up how we felt watching
things get crazier and more surreal? That said, I spent the spring and
summer in rocky emotions like everyone else. I got to slow down, WAY
down.

separate ourself.
Geshe Kelsang Gyatso
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Even or especially now, I am holding out that we will make use
of any spiritual deepening we got during the peak pandemic
time. And, I think there’s a lot more coming we can’t predict.
don’t you? I hope we can move forward and onward and retain
anything we learned, for better or worse.

What now?
I had SO many expectations for my “time off”; I was going to do
tons of blog writing, really get that book written, check in and
stay in better touch with far-flung friendships…Nope. Didn’t
happen. Also was gonna get my entire house, yard and office
rooms organized and cleaned up - once and for all! Nope.
Whenever this pandemic ends, I will be ALL ready, fresh and
raring to go. Uh huh. One thing I did not expect to learn so
much more about was more Letting Go - of expectations,
certainty, perfectionism, and people.
If you have this paper now in your hands, you are for me a
long-time friend, clinic patient, meditation compadre, healer/
helper professional/colleague, spiritual sister or brother,
sangha-mate…most likely you are more than just one of these
categories. As I wear several hats, so do some of you also - for
me.
I hope that this reaching out from me is welcomed. I have been
asking myself: How can I stay in touch creatively, playfully and
authentically? How can I share that these folks hold such
meaning in my life?
So I am gonna write things like this. And write on my website
blog. And do my clinic work - acupuncture, Hakomi therapy. I
am going to keep making my Chinese herb remedies - AND I
will be starting to teach Chinese herbs in January 2022 as well!
Meet me wherever and whenever it feels right to you. Just know
you mean something to me. I’d love to hear from you.
Some of you also wanted to know…so YES, I have made new
batches of my products AND you must check out the healing
CHOCOLATE that I am stocking…some of you like to have gifts
for the holidays - so send in your orders!
May your winter and holiday time…and the upcoming TURN
towards the year 2022 point you to more JOY and WHOLEHEARTEDNESS

Deann aka Metal Dog/Medicine Woman

Send me your orders for
HOLIDAY HEALING GIFTS
for yourself & for others:
ALL AVAILABLE AT MY
CLINIC OR FROM MY
ONLINE SHOP:

blueridgeacupuncture.com

•
•
•
•

PAIN RELIEF CREAM
SINUS & ALLERGY SPRAY
PROTECTION SPRAY/OIL
FIVE ELEMENT OIL
BLENDS
• MEDICINAL TEAS

And…WAIT…WHAT?!!
MEDICINAL

CHOCOLATE ?!
NO WAY.

Based on the Five Elements
of Chinese medicine, Chi Chi
Wellness presents 7
chocolate bars with healing
herbs traditionally used for
sleep, immunity, energy,
stress, longevity, meditation
and movement.
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